# IPC JURY NOTICE

## Title & Location of Competition

| 35th FAI World Freefall Style and Accuracy Landing Championships |
| 9th FAI World Junior Freefall and Accuracy Landing Championships |
| Montana – Erden - Bulgaria |

**IPC Jury Meeting No:** Three (3)

**Time and Date:** 29th August 2018 07H30

**Subject:**
Protest for a re jump, from Poland Accuracy Landing Team competitor 139, against Competition Rules 2018, CR: 5.1.7 (5) during Round 6.

**Details:**

the claimant argues that during Round 6 competitor 139 from Poland Accuracy Landing team, had a malfunction of the AMD (automatic measurement device) during the landing of the competitor.

At the first point of contact the AMD scored 3 cm and just after 13 cm on another screen.
The Jury read the written protest. The relevant dispositions concerning this protest have been respected especially as to whether the protest states the particular rules 5.1.7 (5) of the competition rules of accuracy landing 2018.

All requirements to set a protest have been verified and declared acceptable according Sporting Code Section 5: 5.3.1.

The jury received the declarations of the Event Judge, and the 3 judges arranged around the target for the landing of the competitors round 6.

All the judges confirm that at the landing of competitor N°139, the judging and scoring was malfunctioned.
The jury verified on the tape of the printer for the results, that for competitor 139, 2 different results appear on the paper tape.

**Decision:**
The jury accepts the protest and decides to grant competitor 139 from Poland Accuracy landing team a re jump for round 6. And the protest fee is returned to the team manager.

---

**Signature:** Bernard Nicolas Jury President

**Date:** 29 August 2018  
**Time:** 08:00